The Trauma Symptom Inventory: factors associated with invalid profiles in a sample of combat veterans with post-traumatic stress disorder.
The assessment of combat-related post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) relies upon self-reported symptoms and the need for indicators of valid reporting is critical. The Trauma Symptom Inventory (TSI) is a testing instrument specific to PTSD which includes validity scales. In a pilot study examining the use of the TSI with combat veterans, 50 male veterans diagnosed with PTSD were administered the TSI. Nineteen percent of the profiles were invalid, all but one based on the Atypical Response Scale. Differences between veterans with valid and invalid TSI profiles are examined in terms of demographic and historical factors, TSI profiles, and individual scale items. The model best able to predict invalid profiles included high scores on subscales measuring dissociative experiences and tension reduction behaviors. Implications for the interpretation of TSI validity scales in assessing combat-related PTSD are discussed.